Now, why not take a quick peek at the
Missions to Modern Marvels Teacher’s Guide?!?
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A Narrative texts provide an overview of the

atmosphere, events, people, and missions of the
modern times from the 1890s to present day.
Independent follow-up assignments include
key word oral narrations, written narrations,
memorabilia connections, and “snapshot in time”
connections (i.e. captions, bulleted notes, journal
entries, quotes, etc.).
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E Timeline entries, historical mapping/geography,

and Socratic discussions of primary source
documents rotate through this part of the plans in
each unit. These activities coordinate with the history
stories. Narrative readings about economic principles
are also included one day in each unit.

F Other resources that coordinate with the history

history project that brings the historical time
period to life. Projects are scheduled to be
completed a little at a time over three days.

readings are included in the “Independent History
Study” part of the plans. These resources focus on
guided drawing lessons, audio presentations, primary
source documents, copywork of speeches, notebook
entries, and additional mapping.

C Three days in each unit schedule research from

G Students use the Bible daily as they read and

B Three days in each unit schedule a hands-on

two different sources as part of a President Study.
An optional study of your individual state is also
recommended and scheduled one day in each unit.

D Engrossing history read-alouds make text

connections with the history themes in Missions
to Modern Marvels. Bookmark prompts target
higher-level responses as students select lines
to quote and comment upon, use quick sketches
to provide visual commentary, ask clarifying and
probing questions, make written connections, and
share observations, reflections, and musings.
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complete a study of all of Romans, Galatians, and
James. By year-end, students copy and memorize
Romans 12 and James 4. They also keep a daily prayer
journal, as they pray using the four parts of prayer, and
praise the Lord as they sing along with classic hymns.

H Grammar lessons are planned daily with the goal

of completing English 6. Three days in each unit also
include studied dictation to practice spelling skills and
Drawn into the Heart of Reading to focus on in-depth
literature study. Lessons from Write with the Best: Vol. 2
are scheduled two days in each unit.

ORDERS: www.heartofdakota.com
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A combination of science kits and
resources for experiments, biographies,
and textual material retain the living books/
narrative feel for science while providing an
introduction to chemistry and creation vs.
evolution. Oral narration, written narration,
notebook entries, tiered lab sheets, and
experiments are included.

J Enjoy reading, discussing, and copying

the nature-themed classic poetry of
Wordsworth, Longfellow, and Whitman
alongside art lessons focused on sketching
and journaling about nature two days in
each unit. A Biblical worldview study of
self-image using Who Am I? And What Am I
Doing Here? is also scheduled two days in
each unit for student and parent to enjoy
discussing together.

K Math lessons are scheduled in the

Appendix for Singapore Primary Math
6A/6B, Discovering Math 1A/1B/2A/2B, and
No-Nonsense Algebra. Videotext is also a
recommended option that is self-paced
based on daily quiz results. For more
information, see p. 76.
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